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Hello and welcome to #SERAConnects

This session will be recorded: if you do not wish to be visible on the recording, please turn off your camera.

To avoid any background noises, we ask that you place your microphone on mute.

We encourage you to participate in the discussions. If you wish to ask a question, please use the chat facility 
and/or join in the conversation on social media by using #SERAConnects
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Scotland
30,000 sq mi

Population (2019) 5,463,300

‘Changeable climate’

Very densely populated 
central belt with less 
populated border region and 
sparsely populated northern 
regions.

Industrial heritage.

English is majority language 
in the home.

Aging population.

Alberta
255,214 sq mi

Population (2019) 4,371,316.

‘Changeable climate’.

More densely populated central 
belt with less populated border 
region and sparsely populated 
northern regions.

Industrial heritage.

English is majority language in 
the home.

Young profile overall, but aging 
population.



Teacher professionalism (Menter et al., 

(2010)

The effective teacher: standards and competences

The reflective teacher

The enquiring teacher

The transformative teacher



Methodology (Adams, 2016)

Framing, Explaining, Forming

This presentation considers the ‘realm of explanation’.

 The ways in which attempts to position policy through public 

pronouncement are delivered through policy directive, mandate or 

missive: examined in the context of ITE in Scotland and Alberta

 Discourse analysis to identify how, nationally (in Scotland), and 

provincially (in Alberta), ITE is discussed and positioned empirically; that 

is, as a description of what happens during the ITE process.

Leads to normative questions: what ‘should’…



(Initial) Teacher Education: the tensions

Personal 
experience

P/political 
expediency

Research 
evidence



These all provide for ways of speaking and 

viewing the world of (Initial) Teacher 

Education



Learning teaching

Scotland

Four year BA courses

 Subject study

 ‘Professional’ aspects

One-year PGDE (perhaps 2-year 

masters)

 Pedagogically focused

 PCK

 Some variation

Calgary

Four year BEd

 Two years subject study

 Two years education courses

Two year top-up BEd

 Four semesters

 Education courses

Five year concurrent

 Two degrees in five years

 BA/BSc and BEd



Smith and Laslett (1993)

Get them 
in

Get them 
out

Get on 
with it

Get on 
with them

Metaphor for 

understanding that

undertaken in Initial 

Teacher Education (ITE) 

(the empirical) and what 

should be done in ITE (the 

normative)

Policy seeks to ‘get 

students in’, ‘get them out 

and into the workforce’, 

‘get on with teaching 

future teachers’ and how 

ITE should ‘get on with 

students’.



Get them in

Scotland

Targets

University expectations

Application process:

 Grades

 Interviews

Reinforcing/challenging 

the norm?

Calgary

Targets

University expectations

Application process:

 Grades

 Interviews (depending)

Reinforcing/challenging 

the norm? (Depends.)



Get them out

Scotland 

‘Meeting the standards’

School ‘recognition’

Graduate employment rates

Maintaining school/local 

authority/university 

relationships

Engagement with PG study

Calgary  

Teaching Quality Standard

School ‘recognition’(narrative 

assessment)

Graduate employment rates 

(Uni funding dependent on 

metrics)

Maintain partnerships.

Moves to alumni office



Career expectations (MQuITE, 2019)

On graduation

Teaching in Scotland 72%

Leadership 36%

Teaching elsewhere 24%

Not teaching at all 6%

Masters/PhD 45%

One year later

Teaching in Scotland 68%

Leadership 33%

Teaching elsewhere 19%

Not teaching at all 9%

Masters/PhD 32%



Career Progression (ATA, 2017)

An ATA study of 135 new 
teachers, conducted in 2017, 
confirmed a similar career 
progression for new Alberta 
Teachers to that of their peers 
in the rest of Canada.

In Canada

 Approximately 75% of 
graduates enter the profession 
upon graduation

 Approximately 30-40% leave 
within 5 years



Get on with it

Scotland 

Technical/professional 

interface

Continuity and  

progression

‘Knowledge’, ‘skills’, 

‘attitudes/beliefs’

Horizon gazing

Alberta 

Technical/professional 

interface

Continuity and 

progression

‘Knowledge’, ‘skills’ 

‘attitudes/beliefs’

Horizon gazing



Get on with them

Scotland 

Official measures of 

contentment (NSS/PTES)

Supporting/challenging 

students

Practicum provision

Progression 

Calgary 

Official measures of 

contentment (NSSE)

Supporting/challenging 

students

Practicum provision

Progression



‘Contradictions’ inherent in ITE: readiness?

Preparation for 
a professional 

journey

Preparation for 
employment



Managing intrinsic conflict

“the university says ‘now when you go into school you will hear them say all this 
stuff about how the university courses are and you have to forget everything and 
just do what they do in school’ and then when you turn up at school they say ‘I know 
you will have been told at university to do this … just ignore that and we will do it 
this way, cause this is how we do it’.  And then they are totally different.” (end of 
placement)

“I would have been a lot happier, I think it would have been a lot better if the 
university side of things hadn’t been there at all. Because the university maths tutor 
had this idea, and all the time through the course, had this idea that maths teaching 
was being done wrong or … and wanted us to change it. But then again we are just 
students and we don’t really have the power or the autonomy to choose how we 
teach.  We have got to teach in the way that the teachers in the school are happy 
with.” (end of placement)





What should ITE be about?

Policy from 
Scotland & Alberta

Career-long, 
professional 

learning 

What can ITE 
achieve?

How does this 
connect to a well-

developed 
workforce?

Acknowledgement 
of tensions between 
ITE & later teacher-
education phases

How might ITE be 
oriented?



Sanderson (2009) Intelligent Policy-making

How might ITE be positioned normatively?

In Scotland
What might 

ITE achieve?

As a contest to simplistic 
evidence-based policy (or 

policy-based evidence)

In Alberta

Understanding the 
contingent nature of 

policy-positioning



The ‘COVID-19 effect’

Changes to provision as a result of reduced practicum time/time 

on course

Implications for those in first year of teaching as well

Implies alterations to ‘induction/provisionally licensed’ year

Do these alterations make for better ITE/career interface overall?

 Learning teaching as shared endeavour?

 Seamless transition vs ‘rupture’?

 Knowing, doing and identifying as impacting on the ontology of 

teaching (being, becoming, belonging)



Conclusions

Three aspects of ITE that require further deliberation if we are to:

 Position PSTs favourably in terms of entry into and exit from courses, 

and

 Understand the ways in which ITE orients its work so that PSTs are 

suitably positioned vis-à-vis the profession both whilst in their initial 

education and subsequently

The practicum/ induction/provisionally licensed

Professional Partnerships

Theory/practice

Fundamental to the development of normative positions for ITE 

for each is a defining feature of the ITE landscape
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Thank you!

If you are interested in becoming a member or would like more information about SERA and what we 
do, you can follow us on social media using the links below. 

You can also keep the conversation going by using #SERAConnects

www.sera.ac.uk @seraconf @scottisheducationalresearchassociation


